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Abstract—This paper explores the automatic detec-
tion of sentences that are opinionated claims, in which
the author expresses a belief. We use a machine learning
based approach, investigating the impact of features
such as sentiment and the output of a system that
determines committed belief. We train and test our
approach on social media, where people often try to
convince others of the validity of their opinions. We
experiment with two different types of data, drawn
from LiveJournal weblogs and Wikipedia discussion
forums. Our experiments show that sentiment analysis
is more important in LiveJournal, while committed
belief is more helpful for Wikipedia. In both corpora,
n-grams and part-of-speech features also account for
significantly better accuracy. We discuss the ramifica-
tions behind these differences.
I. Introduction
We explore the automatic detection of claims, state-
ments in which the author presents an opinion that he
thinks should be adopted by others. Such claims are
common in social media, such as weblogs and discussion
forums, where participants often aim to convince oth-
ers of the validity of their own viewpoint. For example,
the following sentences are claims found in Wikipedia
discussion forums and LiveJournal blogs respectively: “I
consider deletion of the link to be an act of vandalism.”
and “I think this is seriously one of the funniest things
SNL has ever done!”. Automatically detecting claims is
useful for identifying Disputed Claims (claims that are
not trustworthy [1], [2]), as well as analyzing discourse
for social acts such as argumentation: claim followed by
justification, agreements (two claims that agree on the
same topic), and disagreements (two claims disagreeing
on the same topic) [3], [4], [5], [6].
Given that we aim to identify opinionated and personal
views where the author is committed to their opinion we
hypothesize that sentiment detection [7] and committed
belief [8] could be useful. A sentence has sentiment if it
conveys an opinion and a sentence has committed belief if
the writer indicates that he believes the proposition. We
present a machine learning approach to detecting claims
where we investigate the impact of the two main features,
sentiment and committed belief. We also measure tradi-
tional lexical features as well as words and abbreviations
used in social media. We use annotated data drawn from
LiveJournal weblogs, and Wikipedia discussion forums.
Part of our goal is to determine characteristics of these
different types of social media. Our experiments show that
we are able to detect claims significantly better than a
majority and question mark baseline and that sentiment
and parts of speech are very useful indicators of claims in
LiveJournal while committed belief and n-grams are useful
indicators of claims in Wikipedia.
More formally, we use claim to refer to assertions by
a speaker who is attempting to convince others that his
opinion is true. This is consistent with the definition of
“claim” drawn from Oxford Dictionaries Online1: “An
assertion of the truth of something, typically one that is
disputed or in doubt.”
In this paper, we investigate claims that express an
opinionated belief; our goal is to identify when a speaker
asserts a belief that s/he would like to convince to others
that is true. A claim expresses belief if it is a personal
view that others can disagree with. The sentence “This,
as I said earlier, is a complex issue .” is an example of
an opinionated claim because it is a personal view of the
author. Table I shows examples of claims in each corpus.
To establish a claim as truth, a speaker may often choose
to justify the claim [3] to strengthen its impact. We do not
explore justification in this paper.
It is often difficult to distinguish when a claim expresses
a belief as opposed to a request for action or a statement
of a fact. The sentences ‘I have a job at Walmart.” and
“So If you wish , go ahead and change it back .” are simple
examples of a statement of fact and request for action,
respectively. On the other hand, in the sentence “Lots of
articles get a few instances of vandalism a day .” it is
unclear whether the claim is a fact or a belief.
In the sentence “Would be good if you could say what
those reasons are .” it is unclear if the statement is a belief
or a request for action. In this case it is a request for action,
because while the author is stating an opinion, it is an
opinion about the request for action, and not an overall
belief; a subjective word does not necessarily imply belief.
Sentences that include quotes can also be confusing, “You
1http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/claim?region=us
TABLE I
Examples of claims from each corpus
1 oh yeah, you mentioned the race ... that is so un-thanksgivingish !
LiveJournal 2 A good photographer can do awesome work with a polaroid or ‘ phonecam .
3 hugs I feel like I have completely lost track of a lot of stuff lately .
4 The goal is to make Wikipedia as good as possible and, more specifically , this article as good as possible .
Wikipedia 5 This was part of his childhood , and should be mentioned in the article .
6 If the book is POV or the writer has only a slender grasp of relevant issues , material can be wrong .
say that “ ... for similar reasons I do not think the dead
soldier is , either . ””. This sentence is a fact, because the
speaker is stating a fact about what someone else said,
even though the quote is a belief.
In the following sections, we first present related work,
defining what we mean by sentiment analysis and commit-
ted belief. We then present our corpora, the methods we
used, and our experiments and evaluation.
II. Related Work
As far as we are aware, there is very little work on iden-
tifying claims of the type we describe here. Exceptions are
two recent companion papers, where Bender et al (2011)
[9] and Marin et al (2011), [10] discuss the annotation
and detection of authority claims on the sentence level.
Authority claims can be credentials (a person’s education,
training, or history), experiential (based on the witness of
an event), institutional (position within an organization),
forum (policy norms), and external (outside authority, e.g.
references). They only run experiments on detecting forum
claims using lexical features such as n-grams and Part-of-
Speech (POS) and a few other features such as sentence
length, capital words, and the number of URLs. Their best
result was 63% using hand-picked words. This research is
parallel to our work. A claim can either be an opinionated
belief, an authority claim, or neither. For example, one
sentence they provide as authority is “Do any of these
meet wikipedia’s [[WP:RS — Reliable Sources ]] criteria?”
[9] which is a question and not belief.
In other related work, Kwon et al (2007) [11] , identify
and classify the main subjective claims in order to under-
stand the entire document in the public’s comments about
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). They’re
goal is to identify not just whether a sentence is a claim,
but if it is the main claim of the writer and classify its
stance (support/oppose/propose). They use several simi-
lar features: words, bigrams, and subjectivity, but differ
from our approach in that they take the entire document
into account as opposed to just the sentence by looking
at its position and topic and have an accuracy of 55%
using boosting. Their approach could benefit from our
claim detection system to narrow down the potential main
claims.
Since detection of subjectivity and committed belief are
major components of our work, we present related work
on these two topics as well.
A. Subjectivity
There has been a large amount of work on sentiment
detection, for example [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
but most has been carried out on edited text. Previous
approaches to sentiment detection in weblogs and forums
tend to classify the sentiment of the entire document
(blog post, or discussion forum) [18], [19], [20] instead of
sentiment at the sentence level as we do. Here, we extend
previous approaches [7] and gear it towards online corpora,
exploiting social media characteristics.
Agarwal et al (2009) [7] used the Dictionary of Affect
and Language (DAL), extended with WordNet to deter-
mine the polarity of phrases. They also used contextual
features such as the top n-grams and POS tags to improve
their results. We modify their work to look at subjectivity
and will briefly discuss how we extended their approach in
an upcoming section.
B. Committed Belief
When reading a text, such as a newspaper article, a
human reader can usually determine if the author believes
a specific proposition is true. This is the problem of
determining committed belief; it falls into the general area
of determining the cognitive state of the speaker (e.g.,
[21], [22]). Committed belief is an integral part of claim
detection because a statement can not be an opinionated
claim without committed belief. However, a sentence can
have committed belief and still not be an opinionated
claim. For example, in the sentence described earlier as
fact, ‘I have a job at Walmart.”, “have” is committed
belief, but the sentence is not an opinion. Prabhakaran
et al (2010) [8] created a system that automatically tags
words in a sentence for three types of belief [23]: committed
(“I know”), non-committed (“I may”), and not applicable
(“I wish”) which vary in intensity from strong to weak
respectively. Their system is trained on a diverse corpus
of 10,000 words that includes newswire, e-mails, and blogs.
The system uses lexical features (e.g. POS, is-number) and
syntactic features (e.g. is-predicate, lemma, root of parse)
and the best system achieves an accuracy of 64%. We use
their system to provide features for determining claims.
III. Corpora
Our corpus consists of two datasets: 285 LiveJour-
nal blogposts and 51 Wikipedia discussion forums. Each
dataset consists of 2,000 sentences that are between 30-120
characters. The statistics of each corpus are described in
TABLE II
Statistics for each corpus; LiveJournal and Wikipedia






LiveJournal 1197 (60%) 791 (40%) 3035 (39%) 4709 (61%) 4747
Wikipedia 1282 (64%) 715 (36%) 1319 (37%) 4496 (63%) 4342
Table II. LiveJournal is a virtual community on the web
where bloggers frequently post entries about their personal
lives. LiveJournal tends to be very informal. For example,
there is slang and ellipses in sentence 1 in Table I and it
is written in lower case.
A wikipedia article is a webpage that can be edited by
anyone to provide encyclopedia entries on any topic. How-
ever, there are usually a committed group of individuals
that work together to edit the entries. These individuals
discuss and debate with each other how to edit existing
pages. This discussion occurs on the Wikipedia discussion
forum and it is rich in opinionated claims; the Wikipedia
dataset has 4% more claims than the LiveJournal dataset.
Our datasets were annotated for claim by two annota-
tors. The annotators were told that a claim is a statement
that is a belief that can be justified. The annotators were
given a list of 2,000 sentences for each corpus. Our goal is
to determine if a sentence is a claim on its own. Therefore,
we did not provide the context of the sentence (we found
that the context was usually not necessary). Upon com-
pletion of the annotation, the annotators compared their
answers and resolved all disagreements to provide a gold
set of 2000 annotations for each corpus. Inter-annotator
agreement prior to resolving disagreements was 75.4%,
Cohen’s κ = 50.0, on a subset of 663 LiveJournal sentences
and 79.2%, Cohen’s κ = 55.7, on a subset of 997 Wikipedia
sentences.
TABLE IV
The average number of subjective (Sub.) and objective
(Obj.) phrases in a sentence that is and is not a claim.
Claim Not Claim
Sub. Obj. Sub. Obj.
LiveJournal 1.8 2.6 1.5 2.0
Wikipedia 1.6 2.4 1.4 2.0
Each of our datasets were independently annotated for
sentiment on Mechanical Turk by 3-5 Mechanical Turk
workers at 3-5 cents a hit. We spent around $500 in total.
Each worker marked the start and end of each subjective
words/phrases in the sentence. The annotations of each
worker were combined using intersection. A word had to
appear in 2/3 of the annotations in order to be considered
subjective. Table IV indicates the average number of
subjective and objective phrases in sentences that were
annotated as claim and not claim. Sentences that are
claims tend to have more subjective and objective phrases.
All sentences have more objective phrases than subjective
phrases. Only 32.5% of Wikipedia sentences and 25.9% of
LiveJournal sentences that were completely objective were
marked as claims.
IV. Methods
We use a supervised machine learning approach. We
hypothesized that sentiment analysis should have a major
impact in identifying claims since claims are an expression
of opinions. However, the force of the statement must be
an expression of the author’s belief; as noted earlier, it is
not enough to have a small amount of subjective material
in the sentence. Thus, we also explored the impact of com-
mitted belief as it would enable us to determine when the
author believes in the expressed proposition. Traditional
lexical features as well as POS tags could also play a role,
as well as words and abbreviations typically found in social
media.
We pre-process the sentences to add POS tags using
the CRF tagger2 and chunk the sentences using the CRF
chunker3 . The chunker uses three labels, ‘B’ (beginning of
chunk), ‘I’ (in chunk), and ‘O’ (out of chunk). The ‘O’ label
tends to be applied to punctuation which one typically
wants to ignore. However, in this context, punctation can
be important (e.g. exclamation points, and emoticons).
Therefore, we append words/phrases and punctuation
tagged as O to the prior B-I chunk. Prior to tagging and
chunking, we expand contractions and convert emoticons
into a corresponding key to ensure that they would stay
intact in the tagging and chunking steps. The emoticons
were returned to the sentence afterwards. We also tagged
our corpus for belief [8] as described below. Our claim
system uses all or a subset of the methods discussed in
this section as features in system evaluation.
A. Sentiment
Our sentiment system is a modification to the original
work of Agarwal et al (2009) [7]. Similarly to their system,
we automatically detect the sentiment of phrases using
the DAL. We also expand it to use social media features
such as emoticons, acronyms, and misspellings to adapt it
towards our corpora. Since we are interested in whether
an opinion exists, polarity is not important. Thus, we
modified the system to detect subjective vs. objective
phrases. In contrast to the original approach, we only
perform feature selection on the 100 most frequent n-
grams and do not use WordNet to expand the DAL.
2Xuan-Hieu Phan, CRFTagger: CRF English Phrase Tagger,
http://crftagger.sourceforge.net/, 2006
3Xuan-Hieu Phan, CRFChunker: CRF English Phrase Chunker,
http://crfchunker.sourceforge.net/, 2006
TABLE III
A list of the most common Part-of-Speech, Belief, and n-gram features. Each list contains features from the claim and
not claim class. 1The n-gram feature ‘lllinkkk’ refers to a url.
LiveJournal Wikipedia LiveJournal + Wikipedia
POS Belief n-grams POS Belief n-grams POS Belief n-grams
1 VBZ good i do VBZ added – CD please added
2 VBP hard is RB agree a JJ added added by
3 RB love is not JJ disagree agree JJS agree are you
4 PRP call it CD needs be PRP disagree –
5 JJ comment it is VBD think facts RB hard bad
6 US i not RBS Preceding however VBD irrelevant be
7 CD right pretty WRB please i think VBP right but
8 MD knows that VBP irrelevant is VBZ stay facts
9 WDT great call JJS keep it is MD think however
10 VBD means do you $ seem much $ Preceding i
11 VBN means pretty # admit needs NNP meet i think
12 saying lllinkkk1 characterized not UH i is
13 like things reflect pov needs is not
14 better i do not accepted sabbath nice it
15 checking very ask think do it is
We ran several experiments on the system which found
that using more n-grams and WordNet did not improve
the results in online corpora, but increased the runtime
significantly.
We train the sentiment system on the same sentences as
our claim corpus and use the gold sentiment annotations
during training of the claim system. We use the output
of the sentiment system to compute three features. First,
we use it to determine whether sentiment exists in the
sentence, second to determine the ratio of the sentence
that is subjective, and lastly, the count for each of the
subjective/objective patterns of the sentence using 1-3
chunks. For example, the sentence “Some posts seem
to serve no purpose but to make people pissed .” was
chunked and tagged as “[Some posts]/o [seem to serve]/o
[no purpose]/s [but]/o [to make]/o [people pissed]/s”. It
has sentiment, 1/3 of the chunks are subjective and it
contains the subjective/objective patterns ‘o’, ‘s’, ‘o o’, ‘s
o’, ‘o s’, ‘o o s’, ‘o s o’, and ‘s o o’.
B. Committed Belief
We use the system described in Prabhakaran et al (2010)
[8] to extract words in the sentence that express belief.
The system detects how the writer intends the reader to
interpret a stated proposition by tagging the sentences
with three types of belief [23]: committed (“I know”), non-
committed (“I may”), and not applicable (“I wish”) which
vary in intensity from strong to weak respectively. We are
interested in all these forms of belief and used all three of
the tags to indicate whether the sentence conveyed belief.
We use the output of the system in a bag of words
approach by counting the occurrence of each of the belief
words and performing feature selection on them using the
Chi Square test in Weka. The 15 most common belief
features for each corpus are listed in Table III. In the future
we would like to annotate our sentences for committed
belief to train it in our genre and to better analyze how
strong of an indicator of opinionated claims it is.
C. Question
Sentences that are questions are often not claims. For
example, “Can you help me fix it?” Therefore, we use
whether the sentence ends in a question mark (?) as a
binary feature. We use the question feature as a baseline.
D. Lexical Features
We include Part-of-Speech tags and n-gram features
(1-3 words). We counted the occurrence of all POS and
performed feature selection on them using the Chi Square
test in Weka. We experimented with taking the top 0,
100, 250, and 500 n-grams. We chose 250 n-grams as more
caused the system to perform worse. We performed feature
selection on the top 250 n-grams using the Chi Square test
in Weka. The most common n-grams and POS tags for
each corpus are listed in Table III.
E. Social Media Features
TABLE V














In order to take into account the nature of online
corpora, we compute statistics on emoticons, slang and
Fig. 1. Percentage of social media features that are claims in each corpus.
other features which we call “social media features” as
described in Table V. We count the occurrence of several
social media features in each sentence. Some of the features
are more specific, such as exclamation points and ellipses,
while others cover the more general case. A marker can
only be counted as one feature (e.g. ‘!’ is an exclamation
point, not punctuation). On the other hand, the punctu-
ation count feature takes into account the total number
of features (e.g. ‘...’ and ‘?’ is 4). The count values are
normalized by the length of the sentence. Across all the
datasets, the social media features on average account for
less than one word in a sentence, with LiveJournal having
more than Wikipedia. Figure 1 displays the frequency of
social media features in sentences that are claims vs. not
claims across the two genres. Question marks are clearly
indicative of a sentence not being a claim. Interestingly, in
wikipedia, exclamation points only occur in claims, and in
LiveJournal repeated exclamation points tend to point to
sentences that are not claims.
V. Experiments and Results
We ran all of our experiments in Weka using Logistic
Regression. Each experiment uses some permutation of
the methods described in section IV. While several other
permutations were run as well, we only show the groups
that are most informative and have the most impact on
results. In each cross-validation experiment we did 10 runs
of 10-fold cross-validation. Due to our limited amount of
data, we used the same sentences to train the opinion
classifier and claim classifier. For each fold of the cross-
validation, we first ran that fold on the opinion classifier
and then used it in the claim classifier with the train and
test portions the same for each.
A. Single Corpus Classification
We ran each experiment using a balanced and un-
balanced dataset (See Table II for size); the balanced
dataset is the size of the smaller class multiplied by
2) in each corpus. Our results are shown in Table VI
TABLE VI
Accuracy for cross-validation on balanced datasets. We use
two baselines: The majority class, and the question
feature. The features used are question (?), social media
(sm), sentiment, belief, n-grams, and pos. The best results















?+ belief+sm+pos+n-grams 65 71.4
All 65.6 66.1
and Table VII with the best results highlighted in bold
(there is no statistically significant difference between all
the results that are highlighted). We use the majority
class and the question feature as our baselines. All the
features provided a statistically significant improvement
over the baselines with p = .001 with the exception of the
‘question+belief’ experiment on unbalanced LiveJournal
data (which performed worse). The most useful feature
in the LiveJournal corpus was POS tags and the most
useful feature in Wikipedia were n-grams. Sentiment has
more of an impact in LiveJournal and belief has more
of an impact in Wikipedia. Social media features provide
similar improvements to both datasets. Interestingly, even
though some of the more complex features help in their
own right, the performance of POS and n-grams together
does better than almost all other experiments. The one ex-
ception is the ‘question+sentiment+n-grams+pos’ experi-
ment which does statistically significantly better (p = .01)
TABLE VII
Accuracy for cross-validation on unbalanced datasets. We
use two baselines: The majority class, and the question
feature. The features used are question (?), social media
(sm), sentiment, belief, n-grams, and pos. The best results















?+ belief+sm+pos+n-grams 67.3 73.4
All 66.9 74.7
TABLE VIII
Accuracy for using balanced training datasets on a test
set. We use two baselines: The majority class, and the
question feature. The features used are question (?), social
media (sm), sentiment, belief, n-grams, and pos. The best















?+ belief+sm+pos+n-grams 58.4 74
All 57.4 68
than the ‘pos’ and ‘n-gram+pos’ experiment.
In addition to our cross-validation experiments, we
also ran our experiments on a held out test set in both
LiveJournal and Wikipedia that were only annotated for
claim. Approximately 10 sentences were taken from 20
unseen documents resulting in a test set of around 200
sentences in both genres. The results using balanced and
unbalanced training datasets are shown in Table VIII and
Table IX. Similarly to the cross-validation experiments,
we find that the most useful feature in the LiveJournal
corpus was POS tags and the most useful feature in
Wikipedia were n-grams and POS tags. In contrast to
the cross-validation experiments we find that committed
belief is more useful in both LiveJournal and Wikipedia
in balanced datasets. Sentiment may not have as big an
TABLE IX
Accuracy for using unbalanced training datasets on a test
set. We use two baselines: The majority class, and the
question feature. The features used are question (?), social
media (sm), sentiment, belief, n-grams, and pos. The best















?+ belief+sm+pos+n-grams 55.4 74.5
All 54 69.5
TABLE X
Accuracy for balanced and unbalanced datasets using
LiveJournal and Wikipedia as one corpus. We use two
baselines: The majority class, and the question feature.
The features used are question (?), social media (sm),
















?+ belief+sm+pos+n-grams 68.9 72.1
All 68.1 71.8
impact in these experiments because our phrases are based
solely off of the chunks and not the sentiment annotations
which can group multiple chunks together.
B. Cross-Domain Classification
The impact of the lexical and social media features differ
in LiveJournal and Wikipedia as is evident in Table III.
Are these corpora too different to allow classification
across the two corpora? In this section, we show our
experiments for combining the two corpora as well as
using each corpus for training and testing respectively to
illustrate how it affects performance.
Table X shows the results for combining LiveJournal
and Wikipedia sentences into one corpus. Similarly to
the single corpus classification, we find that POS and n-
TABLE XI
Accuracy for using each corpora for training and testing
respectively. We experimented with training on
LiveJournal and testing on Wikipedia (L-W) and training on
Wikipedia and testing on LiveJournal (W-L) with balanced
and balanced datasets. The features used are question (?),
social media (sm), sentiment, belief, n-grams, and pos. The
best results are displayed in bold
Balanced Unbalanced
Experiment L-W W-L L-W W-L
majority 50 50 64.2 60.2
? 64.1 69.3 64.1 69.3
?+sm 62.3 67.2 64.7 69.9
?+sentiment 66.7 69.9 65.5 69.3
?+belief 65.6 71.6 66.1 73.7
?+n-grams 66.2 71.0 70.5 77.4
?+pos 66.9 67.9 70.4 72.4
?+sentiment+belief 69.1 72.4 69.0 73.5
?+belief+pos 68.9 71.5 72.4 77.4
?+sm+pos+n-grams 69.9 73.6 73.7 79.4
?+sentiment+n-
grams+pos
72.2 75.0 70.7 77.6
?+sentiment+belief +
n-grams+pos
74.3 76.0 72.1 80.0
?+belief+sm+pos +
n-grams
71.6 76.0 75.6 82.2
All 74.0 76.1 72.8 80.8
grams are very useful. The combined dataset performs
better than the LiveJournal experiment but worse than
the Wikipedia experiment.
In our final experiment we explore how well the indi-
vidual datasets can predict claims in the other. There is
no cross-validation in this experiment. Our experiments
show that the different datasets do perform well. The
best Wikipedia system predicts LiveJournal sentences
correctly 76.1% and 82.2% in balanced and unbalanced
datasets respectively. The best LiveJournal system pre-
dicts Wikipedia sentences correctly 74.3% and 75.6% in
balanced and unbalanced datasets respectively. The full
set of results is shown in Table XI. Using Wikipedia
sentences as training to predict LiveJournal sentences
consistently outperforms using LiveJournal sentences as
training to predict Wikipedia sentences.
VI. Conclusion and Future Work
Our research does reveal that sentiment analysis and
detection of committed belief play an important role in
detection of claims. However, we also discovered that n-
grams and POS tags have a strong impact on accuracy.
Furthermore, we found that sentiment and POS tags
were more important for LiveJournal, while committed
belief and n-grams were more important for Wikipedia
discussion forums.
These results are supported by the fact that sentiment is
5% more common in LiveJournal than in Wikipedia. The
kinds of claims in LiveJournal tend to focus much more
on the individual writing the post and thus, pronouns are
common. LiveJournal claims tend to focus on the emotions
as well as likes and dislikes of the poster. In contrast, in
Wikipedia, authors are truly arguing for the changes that
they want to make. Their posts have more to do with their
opinions about the appropriate edits to make and thus,
emotions and likes are not central.
Reflecting more broadly, while social media have dif-
ferent characteristics from grammatical and single author
genres such as news, our results highlight the fact that
sub-genres within social media do not share the same
characteristics. Thus, it is important to investigate the
characteristics of different kinds of social media.
Nonetheless, further work is needed to experiment with
the different ways in which sentiment and committed belief
can be used. For example, we could use opinionated words
as features instead of the aggregate sentiment features that
we experimented with. We also plan to explore the addi-
tion of new features to see if accuracy can be improved.
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